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Abstract
The simple act of watching film and television equates to very big business for some. In
2019—before the pandemic hit—Australians spent $1.3 billion to go to the movies and by
2025 they are predicted to be spending $3.6 billion on subscription video-on-demand
services. However, this essay is about something much more important than financial value.
It is about how only Australian film and television can deliver local cultural value to local
audiences—and why less drama is available, why it is becoming harder to find, why there is
uncertainty about its future, and why some of it is feeling a lot less Australian.
The production of Australian film and television drama has been shadowed by
persistent concerns for decades: is enough being made for it not to be swamped by foreign
production? How can it compete with US dramas shot on vast budgets? How can the health
of the producing community be assured? Today, these concerns are being exacerbated by
accelerated globalisation, changing on-line viewing habits, growing costs, inattentive and
patchy governance, and inaction over the obstacles that are blocking Australian films from
getting into our cinemas.
But another factor—which nobody talks about—needs to be put on the table: only
when drama is recognisably Australian, that is, when it has on-screen ‘Australianness’, is there
any chance of it deeply connecting with Australians. Why is this so vital to grasp? Because a
delicious outpouring of cultural value happens when an outstanding film or television drama
does connect, and cultural value is the primary reason that government supports drama. You
see, Australian production, as defined by government and industry, doesn’t necessarily have
much Australianness. It might be an overseas story made by Australians, or it might be a coproduction, or the Australianness might be watered down with the aim of pleasing offshore
commissioners.
“Watch what you want, when you want” has finally come to pass. There has never been
as much content within easy reach and the proportion of Australian material has shrunk.
Talking about whether it is meeting the needs of key stakeholders—that is local viewers—
has become urgent. Finding new ways for the industry and the public to tightly embrace each
other is exciting.

From the author
M OST OF MY WORK has been about the business that sits behind film and
television. Having access to that backroom is endlessly fascinating because what
happens in there affects the menu offered to audiences and how each dish on that
menu appears on the plate.
I’ve tracked the industry for aeons as a journalist, including as Australian
correspondent for the UK-based Screen International and Screendaily.com, as editor of
local trade magazines, and as film writer for The Australian newspaper. I’ve been the
scribe behind hundreds of industry newsletters and reports, pitch documents and
marketing materials, and all sorts of corporate communications, some aimed at
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industry events and film festivals, and lecture on a range of film and television-related
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So much Australian drama—and comedy and documentary too—has brought
me wonder, enrichment and joy. It makes me feel like I imagine someone who
believes in a god might feel. When I love something, I can’t shut up about it. When I
don’t, I keep my lips sealed because I know how tough it is to make great Australian
drama and get it to audiences. My view of journalism is quite conservative in that I
try and keep my opinions out of the picture. This paper does the opposite. It feels
both good to get that monkey off my back and kind of sad that I have to.
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Introduction
The simple act of watching film and television equates to very big business for some.
In 2019, prior to the pandemic blowing up life as we knew it, nearly $1.3 billion was
spent on cinema tickets in Australia1. Currently, revenue flowing from this country to
subscription video on demand services (or SVODs) such as Netflix and Stan, is
estimated at a massive $2.5 billion a year and is predicted to rise to $3.6 billion in
20252.
Sadly, the slice attributable to Australian film and television in both cases is not
significant.
The ten most popular Australian films in 2019, led by Ride Like a Girl, together
attracted nearly $37 million worth of ticket sales3, compared to the nearly $436 million
taken by the ten most popular films overall, led by Avengers: Endgame4. All of these
were Hollywood films, although Aquaman was filmed mainly in Australia by director
James Wan, who moved here from Malaysia when he was a boy. In part because
Hollywood films were held back, the share of 2021 revenue that went to features
‘under Australian or shared creative control’ was 11.8%––the first double figures
achieved since 1988.5 Anecdotally, this year’s ticket sales are down 25% in the post
lockdown period, but even more so for older audiences, the biggest supporters of
Australian film. The figures around SVODs reveal little about the financial
performance of their Australian content but there’s not much of it in their catalogues
anyway: from less than one percent (Apple TV+, Britbox, Disney+, Mubi) to 9.2%
(Paramount+), and 3.3% in the case of Netflix, the most popular service in Australia.6
The actual making of Australian content helps the economy tick along nicely
irrespective of whether the public watches it or not. Talking only about drama, in
2020/21 cameras rolled on 95 different homegrown productions costing $874
million. But even when it comes to filming on Australian soil, foreign accounts for
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more expenditure: $793 million was spent making 10 US dramas in the same period
and a further $246 million on post-production for 53 foreign projects7.
Obviously, foreign production is much bigger in scale compared to Australia’s–
–no wonder federal and state governments fight hard to entice it to these shores.
Together, local and foreign drama production contributes about 30% of all Australia’s
audio-visual expenditure, including reality programs, commercials, and news and
current affairs.8
That is the context for this paper. My argument is about something much more
important than financial value. It is about how only Australian film and television
delivers local cultural value to local audiences, about why less drama is available, why
it is harder to find, why there is uncertainty about its future and why some of it feels
a lot less Australian. Is there an implication here that cultural value is being eroded?
Yes. It is being eroded from many angles, slowly and surely. That erosion is the
elephant in the room. Ignoring the elephant is disrespectful to the industry’s key
stakeholders: local viewers. At times, Australia creates outstanding film and television
that deeply connects with Australians who recognise that it’s their film and television.
This is what I mean by the term ‘local cultural value’. Stories are thrashed out in
writers’ rooms and on set but there are growing weaknesses in the policy scaffolding
supporting them––scaffolding which is crucial for ensuring these stories exist at all–
–and the business that sits backstage is exerting greater and greater influence and not
necessarily in a good way.
A tangle of reasons account for what’s been happening. Australians have turned
away from free-to-air (FTA) television and towards SVODs, which are unregulated,
offer a vast array of choices and, in the main, are part of global conglomerates. The
SVODs are affecting all players in the field, and will fundamentally change the nature
of Australian drama, although exactly how is the big unknown. Given this enormous
shift, and for other reasons too, there is no longer clarity around the objectives behind
each of the financial incentives currently in place for drama, courtesy of Australian
taxpayers.
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Year after year, the difference between Australian production with foreign
elements and foreign production with Australian elements is getting harder to discern,
and there is evidence everywhere of economic value taking priority over cultural
value––a folly given cultural significance is the predominant reason the industry gets
public funding. Meanwhile, significant blockages between Australian films and
cinemas have been allowed to continue for decades, while some behaviours by the
production industry itself are unhelpful. Technology has enabled people to now watch
what they want, when they want. But there’s no sign of technology being utilised by
the industry across the board to help the many big fans of homegrown drama to
express their love. I get texts when stores have sales. It’s crazy that I can’t get them
whenever a new series premieres or a new film open.
Once the elephant is coaxed out into the light, the new government that
Australians elected on 21 May and the industry itself will hopefully encourage drama
imbued with the spirit of Australians and Australian life more enthusiastically. The
current system of support doesn’t need throwing out––fortunately, because the
disruption would be monumental. It does need expounding, fine-tuning and utilising
with a different attitude. When writing this paper, I was at first bothered by how many
questions it raises. Now I think that asking them is the point: a good thing in itself.
A short critical essay engaging a field as wide as film and television drama faces
issues of scope, as well as detail. Talking about the elephant in the room includes the
additional challenge of getting the elephant to fit into the room in the first place. In
what follows, I adopt a style of making serial, multiple observations to throw light on
different aspects of Australia’s film and television industry. Circling the elephant in
this way has its hazards. But it affords the reader a holistic view and, hopefully, helps
them understand the many pressures being exerted on cultural value.
In the first sections of the essay, I discuss what I mean by the term
‘Australianness’ and I talk a little about the significantly disrupted technological and
viewing landscape that film and television production now faces across the globe. It
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is a convoluted and rapidly-changing narrative, and I aim only to give readers a sense
of the issues involved, not to explain them in full.
The later sections touch on film and television’s financing and regulation. This is
another complex story, and the same caveat applies. But some knowledge of costs,
the different tax rebates and discretionary funding available, the number of partners
involved in each production and how financing is changing, is necessary to appreciate
why film and television are often referred to as a clash between commerce and culture.
As part of writing this essay, I asked practitioners Emile Sherman and Tony Ayres
whether they would agree to ponder a question, jot down a few thoughts, then submit
themselves to an interview.
The question was this: How can more and better film and TV with (on-screen)
Australianness at its heart be made and seen?
Their edited responses appear in an Appendix.
It is important to include the voice of practitioners, because without them
Australian drama wouldn’t exist. As the quality and consistency of their work attests,
they’re among Australia’s best. They have also got themselves into a position where
they are well resourced. What they say relates entirely to the question asked. They had
not read my essay before being interviewed, so couldn’t possibly agree or disagree
with the views expressed in it.
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1
Let’s talk about Australian production and
‘Australianness’
Let’s face it, local cultural value = eat your vegetables
Nobody with Australian film and television drama in mind is enthusiastically shouting
‘What do we want? Cultural value! When do we want it? NOW!’ Especially not
publicly. Not the people who pay for it, make it or put it on screen. Remember being
told as a child to ‘eat your vegetables because they’re good for you’? The term ‘cultural
value’ has that tone about it. It’s old-fashioned, uncool. For some, it is marketing
suicide to tout a show’s Australian credentials to Australian viewers. State and federal
governments, that underpin production with taxpayer funding and regulation, aren’t
making much noise about cultural value either. It is referred to only when strictly
necessary. No one ever interrogates how it is best created and by whom. There’s a
whiff of jingoism about it, perhaps—which is seen as not good for a production
industry that prides itself on being global.

*
Governments love reports but struggle to define cultural value
Measuring the Cultural Value of Australia’s Screen Sector, a report that appeared in 2016,
was commissioned by Screen Australia from London-based Olsberg•SPI to get a
‘credible, comprehensive assessment’ of the cultural value of, predominantly,
Australian scripted fiction,9 the modern term for drama. A report that just looks at
cultural value stands out in a sea of reports focussed just on economic value or on
both. But it was commissioned at the same time as Deloitte Access Economics’ What
are our stories worth? Measuring the economic and cultural value of Australia’s screen sector. Screen
Australia is central to what homegrown drama gets made in this country. Its
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communications department combined the findings of both reports into a 12-page
Screen Currency, Valuing our Screen Industry.
‘In this report’, the Olsberg report states, ‘there are no commonly agreed
frameworks considered for the aggregation of a single, all-encompassing perspective
on the cultural and audience value of the [film and television] products’.10
Nevertheless, the report uses a model devised by UK policy analyst John Holden back
in the mid-2000s11, which sees culture as having three kinds of value: instrumental,
institutional and intrinsic. Instrumental value refers to culture’s ancillary effects, its
non-cultural social or economic benefits. Examples in film and television include
contributing to an engaged citizenry and job creation. Institutional value is about
shaping public attitudes: encouraging national pride, for example, or increasing
knowledge of Australia overseas.
Intrinsic value relates to the intellectual, emotional and spiritual impact of culture.
It’s the hardest to measure because it’s subjectively experienced and unique to each
individual. All these values are relevant to this essay, but intrinsic value is most
pertinent to my main argument, particularly the local expression of it.
In March 2020, the Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA)
put together an options paper, Supporting Australian Stories on our Screens, at the request
of the former Federal Government, in conjunction with Screen Australia.
On the topic of why it’s necessary to have Australian stories it reads:
Australian stories reflect who we are as a nation, to ourselves and to
the world. These stories make sense of our past (First Australians,
Gallipoli, The Sapphires), define ourselves in the present (The Castle,
Home and Away, Mystery Road, Offspring, Bluey) and promote our
people, our creativity and our country to the world (Crocodile Dundee,
Australia, Mad Max, Lion, Wentworth, McLeod’s Daughters, Cleverman,
Miss Fisher’s Murder Mysteries).
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It notes that cultural significance is not easily quantifiable. ‘But it is highly recognisable
and supported by the vast majority (76%) of surveyed Australians who are in favour
of government support to the sector.’12 Twelve per cent were opposed to government
support, the rest didn’t know what they thought.13

*
Recognising ‘Australianness’ on screen is the basis for
generating local cultural value
For the report Measuring the Cultural Value of Australia’s Screen Sector, 928 Australians
were asked to identify the three most culturally impactful pieces of Australian content.
The heavy hitters of the 271 productions mentioned were Crocodile Dundee, Home and
Away, Neighbours, The Castle, Mad Max, Priscilla, Queen of the Desert, Four Corners,
Australia, Gallipoli, Q&A and Rabbit-Proof Fence.14 Diverse though the list is, the
‘Australianness’ of each drama is as clear as day. Others might call them ‘stories that
enable Australians to hold a mirror up to themselves and to hear their own voices’.
But I prefer the word ‘Australianness’, which is more concise and to the point.
Cinema owners often say that when an Australian film manages to tap into the
zeitgeist it goes off at the box office. Word of mouth can explode around a
homegrown series. The intensity of feeling that drives this momentum is because
Australia is up on screen in look and feel. The response might be of any kind. It might
be amusement, joy, or horror. Some viewers will respond to stupidity, others to
seriousness. A damn good belly laugh is as good as a lump in the throat. The intensity
comes from a sense of recognition and belonging.
Without recognisable on-screen ‘Australianness’, or an Australian look and feel,
value of the kind I am talking about is unobtainable. ‘Australianness’ doesn’t
guarantee local cultural value because the drama has to deliver, and different things
appeal to different people. But it delivers the potential for it.
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‘Australianness’ might reflect a sense of place. If creatures as peculiar as
kangaroos are in our lives why not flaunt them (though be prepared for some
eyerolling). It is likely, however, to be related to Australian characters because human
connection is a powerful thing. Those Australian characters might be leading ordinary
lives, as in Home and Away, or having fun hunting vampires, as in the eight-part series
Firebite. This unmistakeably Australian show for US streaming service AMC+ has
Australia baked into every frame via its characters and the gorgeousness of the desert
at sunrise and sunset. There are so many things that on-screen ‘Australianness’ can be
––one size does not fit all and ideally there is enough homegrown drama to cater for
every taste and sensibility––but it has an underlying unity of soul and, above all, it is
recognisable.

*
Some home truths
1. Drama is never true to real life
Usually the boring bits of real life have been cut out of drama and more emotion,
action and confrontation added. It makes it more compelling. It’s why so much
revolves around crime and the police. Most viewers will have seen hundreds of people
die on screen before they themselves die, and none in reality.

2. Australians want Australian content
As said above, 76% of surveyed Australians are in favour of government support to
the sector. About half of SVOD customers believe it is important to see SVOD
content that has ‘Australian stories, voices, culture and values’, a recent survey for
Telsyte found,15 and about a third of respondents said it’s important to be able to
access Australian movie content and Australian TV drama, according to Deloitte’s
2020 Media Consumer Survey.16 Australian women aged 55+ are the biggest local
film fans, with 77% ‘most likely to prefer to watch’ Australian films at cinemas. But
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roughly a third of 16 to 24-year-olds also do––at least in independent cinemas, as
that’s where the 13,729 respondents of this fourth survey were sourced. Of the total
sample, 65% said they had watched an Australian film because it was Australian.
Supporting the Australian industry was appealing (60%), as was ‘Australianness’ in
the form of (in order of preference) Australian humour, Australian natural beauty,
local Australian scenery, Australian culture or history, Australian diversity, and
established Australian actors (47%).17 Authenticity and comedy were seen as the core
strengths of Australian film. Advocating for Australian content is not about pushing
it down people’s throats. It’s about giving them what they want.

3. Most homegrown free to air (FTA) drama oozes ‘Australianness’
The top ten television dramas and comedies in 2021 on FTA channels are packed full
of Australianness. They were Fisk, RFDS, Home and Away series 34, The Newsreader,
Harrow series 3, Rosehaven series 5, Jack Irish series 3, Doctor Doctor series 5, Amazing
Grace and Total Control series 2.18 The FTA sector has always been a good bread-andbutter disseminator of Australianness, an Australian look and feel, local cultural value,
call it what we will.

4. Some Australian stories don’t have on-screen ‘Australianness’
Most Australian drama is about Australians and set in Australia, but not all of it is.
What is never discussed is how Australian drama, as defined by industry and
government, doesn’t have to have an Australian look and feel.
The genius director Baz Luhrmann’s sensational debut Strictly Ballroom and his
still divisive Australia radiate on-screen Australianness. But most of his films do not—
think Moulin Rouge!, Romeo + Juliet, The Great Gatsby and the recently completed Elvis.
All except Romeo + Juliet were filmed in Australia with a long roll call of Australians
on and off screen and buckets of international investment.
Three of the top 10 Australian films in cinemas in 2021––the two animations
Peter Rabbit 2 (in the number one spot) and Maya the Bee: The Golden Orb and the action
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fantasy Mortal Kombat––had no on-screen Australianness. The other seven did: The
Dry, Penguin Bloom, High Ground, June Again, Buckley’s Chance, Long Story Short and the
documentary Girls Can’t Surf.19
Golden Orb is a co-production, made under a formal arrangement between the
Australian and German Governments. The much heralded The Power of the Dog is a coproduction with New Zealand. Official co-productions are eligible for local funds in
the partner countries. Many don’t have any Australianness. This is meant to even out
across the co-production slate, but it’s not something that’s discussed publicly.
Some Australian movies are entirely filmed overseas without Australian
characters, including Martin Butler and Bentley Dean’s Tana, which was nominated
for an Oscar in 2017 for best foreign language film, and Goran Stolevski’s You Won’t
Be Alone, which was in competition at the 2022 Sydney Film Festival.
Australian drama production is underpinned by Australian taxpayer money. To
access any of this funding, all projects except co-productions must pass a significant
Australian content (SAC) test, spelled out in section 376-70 of the Income Tax
Assessment Act 1997.20 Subject matter; the place where a film is to be made; the
nationalities and places of residence of the people undertaking production; where
production expenditure flows; and other criteria deemed relevant, are taken into
consideration. Precedents indicate that if the creators are Australian and the
production company is Australian, they are probably making something that will be
judged to be Australian regardless of what is happening on screen. That’s because of
a firm belief that filmmakers should be free to make anything, anywhere, with anyone.
Agreed.
The eight-part Australian series Clickbait, a dark, fast-moving tale of kidnap,
revenge and internet trickery, was shot in Australia, set in Oakland in the US, and had
hardly a skerrick of Australia on screen. Upon release, it hit the number one spot on
Netflix in more than 20 countries.21 This level of success from Australian creatives is
exciting to see, as is their success at accessing an eye-popping $52 million from
Netflix.22 People who think it’s straight forward to compete against the best in the
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world given Australia’s minimal development and production budgets, need to take
off their rose-coloured glasses.
Some filmmakers purposefully water down Australianness. The actor Anthony
Hayes raised the budget for the dystopian Gold, his second feature as a director, on
the strength of US actor Zac Efron. ‘There are so many people after content, but at
the same time you need to be a little less parochial in some aspects, hence the
American accents and multilingual signs,’ Hayes said. 23 Efron didn’t have to adopt an
accent but his co-stars Hayes and Susie Porter did.
It’s safe to assume all these dramas received Australian government funding in
some form or another. This paper is not arguing that they shouldn’t. It is arguing that
more regard needs to be paid to supporting dramas with ‘Australianness’ because only
it can generate local cultural value––which is the reason the Australian industry is
subsidised in the first place.
An us-and-them mentality sometimes surfaces around local vs foreign drama.
But what’s going on with Australian production also needs to be pondered and
discussed to see if it’s on track.

5. Australianness promotes tourism and enables soft diplomacy
Australianness is as crucial to some aspects of Australian drama production’s
economic value as it is to its cultural value. In 2016, Deloitte Access Economics found
that 144,000 visits to Australia by international tourists per year are associated with
Australian film and television, which translates into $704 million in expenditure. An
estimated 85,000 additional people stayed an extra 1.7 nights on average to see
Australian film or television locations, adding $21 million.24 Also, and obviously, a
production has to have on-screen Australianness if it is to act as a soft diplomacy tool
for Australia on the international stage.
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2
Uncertainty reigns as the ground shifts under Aussie
drama
Drama as we know it has changed on the free-to-air channels
For years the Australian drama motherload was on the commercial FTA broadcasters,
public broadcasters, and to a lesser extent pay television. Their schedules attracted
eyeballs that sold airtime to advertisers, met charter obligations or grew a subscriber
base.
All platforms are sensitive to costs, which disadvantages Australian television
drama because it’s expensive. It takes a long time to get the scripts right and a small
army is needed on set to shoot it. According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics,
the per hour cost of newly made Australian drama was $645,700 in 2015/16,
compared to light entertainment at $91,900 and news and current affairs at $11,900.25
This helps explain why drama made up only 497 hours or 0.6% of the 87,466
hours of first-release Australian television programs broadcast, while news and
current affairs made up 57%.26 The $645,700 per hour figure includes comparatively
inexpensive drama such as Home and Away. In 2020/21, all the Australian FTA miniseries that went into production cost an average of $1.738 million per hour.27 For six
episodes that’s a price tag of more than $10 million.
Bridget Fair, CEO of Free TV Australia, says that,
Over the past decade, the cost per hour of producing drama has
more than doubled. Audiences have increasingly demanded higher
quality production across all viewing platforms and this has in some
cases resulted in series with fewer hours but higher production
values being commissioned.28
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Australian drama is dirt cheap to make compared to drama from the US. But as the
US has a population of more than 300 million people, the cost of its drama is met
from within its own country, enabling it to then be sold on around the world at
reasonable prices.
‘An Australian network can generally import a high-quality program for $100,000
to $300,000 per hour,’ notes Supporting Australian Stories on our Screens. ‘Commissioning
an equivalent Australian program may cost a broadcaster anywhere from $500,000 to
more than $1 million per hour (The full cost is met from a variety of sources). Older
foreign content can be imported for as little as $1,000 per hour.’29
For decades federal governments have forced the commercial FTAs to include
drama in their schedules to address the market failure born out of the combination
of drama’s expense and Australia’s small population, and in response to industry
lobbying. Anyone who calls it protectionism is ignorant about the economics of the
film and television business. During the pandemic, the commercial FTAs were given
a temporary reprieve from these regulations then, in October 2020, the points-based
drama rules were relaxed. Reducing the obligation on pay television was also
discussed.
‘The number of hours of Australian drama on Seven, Nine and Ten will be
halved,’ the Australian Writers’ Guild (AWG) has predicted:
Seven and Ten will now be able to satisfy their obligations by
producing Home and Away and Neighbours alone. Nine, without a
serial, can reduce its current annual drama production by 50% from
84 hours to 40 hours.30
Several dramas in development were cancelled as soon as the regulations were
loosened. Clearly, regulation has a decisive impact. The SVODs not being regulated
gave the commercial FTAs the leg they needed to stand on: they could argue, hand
on heart, that the playing field was not level. Currently, the SVODs are still not
regulated. But a vague plan to do so was proposed in early 2022.
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The rule that 55% of all the programming broadcast on commercial FTA primary
channels between 6am and midnight, must be Australian, has been retained, as were
the transmission rules on the multi-channels (7plus, 9now, etc). Because of an
Australian-New Zealand trade agreement, NZ drama continues to be counted as
Australian for the purpose of the content quotas. Weird but true.
In 2020/21 cameras rolled on 21 adult dramas first shown on Seven, Nine, Ten,
the ABC, SBS or Foxtel channel FX. At the beginning of this paper I noted that 95
dramas went into production in this period: the remainder comprised 42 features,
seven shows for children and 25 for online (nine for SVODs, and sixteen shorter,
cheaper dramas for social media platforms and broadcast video on demand services
or BVODs). The 21 dramas amounted to 329 hours, or less than one hour per day of
new drama across all broadcast and associated channels. This is down on the fiveyear average of 31 dramas amounting to 395 hours,31 but not when the nine SVOD
dramas and the 37 hours they represent are added.32
It is sobering to look back 20 years, however. ‘Notwithstanding yearly
fluctuations, the number of hours [of drama] produced has been in steady decline
since 2000/01, when 715 hours of content was produced’.33 A decline in long-running
series, in favour of shorter run shows with higher production values, is one reason
for this.
The key point is this: the amount of drama being made in the last few years is
static and letting it slip below a certain level undermines opportunities for Australians
to see themselves on screen.

*
Face the fact that reality and sport out rate drama on free-toair television
In 2021, there were 105 shows on the FTAs that were seen by more than one million
metropolitan viewers overnight, excluding news programs: 62 were sport or sport
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related. 41 were episodes of so-called reality, including Married at First Sight (20
episodes), The Voice (fourteen), The Block (six) and Lego Masters (one); and the two
specials were Oprah with Meghan and Harry and Hey Hey We’re 50. None of the 105 were
drama.34 Not one. Many people can’t get enough sport or are obsessed with a reality
show, while news and current affairs junkies exist too. All deliver Australianness but
they are not made with the same deliberation or attention to meaning and deeper
impact as long-form drama.
Drama is a unique on-screen experience all of its own. If compelling, it sucks you
in for the long haul, like a great novel. The characters seem real. Other types of
programming aren’t as widely recommended or as binged as drama, and once seen,
they aren’t as often sought out again.
As a guide to this quintessentially cultural value, ratings can be slippery. Fisk and
RFDS did exceed one million viewers each on consolidated 28-day figures and if
regional viewers are added. And Home and Away nearly did.35 Ten years ago, some
Australian dramas attracted more than two million people, like Underbelly: Razor and
Packed to the Rafters in 2011.36 But many viewers are now bewitched by ad-free drama
on the SVODs. More about that later.
All this has to be seen in light of Australians being encouraged to develop their
taste for other types of programming than drama on the FTAs.

*
Young fans are consuming local drama on BVODs and other
online platforms
A growing amount of Australian drama and comedy, much but not all of it limited in
length compared to FTA and SVOD series, is being shown on social media sites such
as YouTube, TikTok and Facebook, and BVODs such as ABC iview and SBS on
Demand. Some is finding millions of young fans, RackaRacka’s work and Superwog
being examples, and that’s excellent because they certainly aren’t seeking out local
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content much in commercial cinemas or on the FTAs. Predicting what will happen in
these spaces, including the prospects for long form drama, would take a lot of crystal
ball gazing. Professor Scott Galloway recently argued that TikTok should be seen as
a very successful SVOD service. It has 1.6 billion monthly active users, was the
world’s most visited site in 2021 and is paying only US$200 million per year to its top
creators compared to Netflix’s expected US$17 billion on programming expenditure
this year.37
Could someone please give TikTok’s top Australian creators $500,000 each and
tell them they have to make long-form drama or comedy with it? Thanks.
Maybe long form will fade in appeal?
Nah.

*
Not all Australian drama is or can be fabulous
There will always be people who say Australians don’t watch local drama because it’s
not good enough. This is maddening. Every project has fans and detractors and that’s
to be expected. Every country has failures, including the US. We see everything made
here—maybe we shouldn’t—and it sits beside the best of the rest in the world. The
plain fact is that enough has to be made so people can practise their craft and gems
can be created. London-based Australian Cathy Payne is chief executive of Banijay
Rights, the largest television production and distribution group outside the
Hollywood Studios with a catalogue of 120,000 hours and 120 production companies
in 22 territories. She says Australia has good ideas but lacks money and time to get
scripts as good as they can be, which negatively impacts on the finished product.38
The ever-present problem. New money is flowing into drama for home screens and
that’s good overall, but the jury is out on longer-term impacts when it comes to
Australianness.

*
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Getting films into cinemas has long been neglected
Throughout the 1970s, the average number of Australian features produced annually
was fourteen. This rose to 31 in the 2000s and 37 in the 2010s.39 The 42 that went
into production in 2020/21 was on par with the five-year average since 2016/17.
So Australians have more features to choose from, yes? No. Because blockages
at the cinema level prevent all but a few from being accessible Australia-wide on the
big screen. It really is crazy, given that governments and others pump millions of
dollars into films. Imagine building schools and not opening them.
A big factor in the blockages is that Marvel, Disney and other US blockbusters
take up many or all of the sessions per day on multiple screens. The distributors insist
on this, knowing many cinemas pay the bills with these movies and can’t refuse. The
movies come tried and tested, accompanied by overseas buzz, slick marketing
materials and enormous promotion budgets, and are loved by young patrons and
broad audiences alike. No-one shows up for a film if they don’t know it’s screening.
There is much talk now about how local and foreign features are being funded
or part-funded by an expanding SVOD sector. Cinemas are fighting to have films for
as long as possible before they’re available in homes. The SVODs argue they add to
the marketing noise around a film, which helps cinemas, and fills financing gaps. This
logic certainly helped Nitram, with its narrative about the perpetrator of Australia’s
biggest mass murder, because Stan provided significant funding when Screen
Australia’s board decided not to. Other SVOD features are never intended for
cinemas. Once upon a time, they would have been known as ‘telemovies’. Today, it’s
all just ‘content’.
Cinema operators in the Republic of Korea must show local fare for 73 days of
the year or more. It doesn’t solve the whole problem of generating local cultural
value––there has to be interest from patrons to see them–––but it has helped the
annual share of admissions to reach 51 (2019), 68 (2020) and 30% (2021). From 1996
to 2006, Korean films had to be shown for 146 days per year.40 This caused additional
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investment to flow into production because cinema operators wanted the films to
have a better chance of success. US pressure has since forced a relaxation of these
content rules. Australian industry types are sceptical of quotas in Australia as they
believe them to be unpalatable to government.
There are high hopes for real outcomes from the 2021/22 Australian Feature
Film Summit, which saw exhibitors, distributors, producers and investors come
together with the aim of growing the success of the Australian sector to benefit
everybody, including audiences. Sue Maslin, producer of The Dressmaker, and others
in the industry, initiated the event. Film and television is a siloed industry and such
co-operation is rare. Sue says the event is not a talkfest but a catalyst for change.
Plenty of ideas have emerged from upping marketing budgets to increasing the flow
of information from cinemas about audience preferences, enabling filmmakers who
choose to, to make more box-office appropriate films.
Rewarding producers for success from first-dollar ticket revenue, as happens in
France, is also being discussed. Encouraging more cinemas to make Australian films
a focus is yet another option. Sasha Close, a festival programmer and former cinema
executive, has likened the current situation to the decision to change the profile of a
seven-screen cinema in Adelaide. It took five years to make Wallis Cinema Mitcham
one of the city’s key sites for arthouse and crossover films.
The government should continue to back these and other initiatives with the
gumption and determination the Summit is showing. Many pertinent issues were
flushed out. Watch this space.41

*
Film is vital to the development of definitive voices and a
national culture
Tim Bevan (Love Actually, Bridget Jones’s Diary, Elizabeth, Atonement, Billy Elliot, Les
Misérables,) of UK company Working Title Films is one of the most successful film
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producers in the world. He says film is a directors’ medium and its cultural value is
mostly found in the work of great local film directors. If Danny Boyle (Trainspotting)
and Steve McQueen (Hunger) had come up through television they wouldn’t have such
definitive voices because television is a showrunners’/producers’/writers’ medium.
In Tim Bevan’s view, the Britishness of work ‘literally happens by osmosis’. It did
when director Richard Curtis stayed in London and told stories there (Four Weddings
and a Funeral, Love Actually) rather than telling them in America.42
Two things emerge from this. Firstly, many people in the Australian industry
seem to have given up on features and that’s not good for the sector. Secondly, many
talented Australian filmmakers have made the US their primary home, which can
loosen their connections to their birthplace and their desire to tell Australian stories.
Or not in the case of Phillip Noyce, who returned home after many years in the US
to direct the very influential Rabbit-Proof Fence. He then left again.
The taxpayer funding of Australian production is often positioned as an
opportunity for some to return and make projects on home soil. US-based Australian
director Michael Gracey (The Greatest Showman) is currently in Melbourne filming Better
Man about the English singer Robbie Williams. It’s not an Australian story but it is an
Australian production expected to access federal taxpayer funding, but not the kind
that is limited. To be explained.
The Australian producer Bruna Papandrea got a great deal of media attention
when she returned from LA during the pandemic to make the foreign productions
Nine Perfect Strangers and Pieces of Her. The first film she produced, Better Than Sex,
opened the Sydney Film Festival. This earthy, funny feature is very different to her
work two decades later. The impact of working globally on filmmakers and their
output is a rarely discussed, fascinating topic.

*
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According to anecdotal evidence, SVODs are now the home of
drama
Traditional linear viewing has plunged in the US43 and in Australia.44 Viewing
audiences have fragmented. So it has come to pass that at last people can watch what
they want, when they want… if they’re prepared to pay.
Australians were paying for 19.1 million SVOD subscriptions as of late June 2021
and 57% of these people regarded them as an essential service. The average number
of subscriptions in a subscribing household was 3.1. Netflix (six million
subscriptions), Amazon Prime Video (2.9 million), Disney+ (2.6 million) and Stan
(2.4 million) were most popular. There are now more than 30 SVODs available.45
Now think of that replicated across the planet. When Disney+ launched in three
countries on 12 November 2019, it took just 24 hours for the service to pick up ten
million subscribers.46
However, the picture is complex. Australia’s ThinkTV, which advocates for the
value of television advertising, says that only 13.8% of in-home viewing on all devices
is SVOD viewing, compared to 77.4% on broadcast linear television and BVOD. The
rest of the viewing happens on YouTube and other social media sites..47
Australian drama is available on both FTAs and SVODs. But it is harder to find
on SVOD platforms because it’s scattered across many players and embedded in a
vast array of viewing choices. It also has to be paid for, even when, as with cinemas,
the public has already part paid for it through their taxes.
As I mentioned above, nine dramas went into production in 2020/21 which were
commissioned by the SVODs. This is a relatively new phenomenon in Australia, and
nine was up on the five-year average of six.48 Expect the number to keep rising,
because premiering local shows is seen as a way of building and holding subscribers.
The SVODs are not obliged to invest in Australian content but the-then Minister
for Communications Paul Fletcher asked the four most popular services to keep
ACMA abreast of what they spend on Australian programming annually––with the
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implication he might regulate them if they didn’t perform as he expected. The figure
was $178.9 million in 2020/21, 58% of which was on the commissioning of 22 new
Australian programmes. This included Bump, Back to the Rafters, Surviving Summer and
Mr Inbetween, but it’s highly unlikely all were dramas––ACMA will not provide more
information to confirm this. Money would also have gone into acquiring existing
shows and sport.49
The information that ACMA did release noted that SVODs spent an additional
$450 million on acquiring, producing or investing in 12 programs made in Australia
that ‘somewhat’ met the Australian program criteria used, including The Wilds, Pieces
of Her and Nine Perfect Strangers, all of which had well-known Australians in lead roles.
These are US productions with a US look and feel, and mentioning them in this
context is an example of how the former government and its agencies actively blurred
the picture of Australian production and exaggerated its health for political ends.
The former government proposed that SVODs be required to spend a minimum
of 5% of local subscription revenue on Australian content but few details were
advanced on what sort or whether it has to be new content. In 2021, the House of
Representatives Standing Committee on Communications and the Arts argued for
20%50—the production industry too. The SVODs argued that regulation wasn’t
necessary, which is ludicrous from both a principled and practical point of view.
Australians need and want their own stories. Big global businesses don’t address
concepts of local cultural value in their KPIs unless they have to. Also, just because
the SVODs are actively commissioning globally now doesn’t mean they will be in five
years. If things get tight economically, then the markets they will retreat from will be
those that haven’t imposed regulation.
‘Hey! Come over here and get your drama,’ the SVODs have successfully said,
and they are raking in Australian revenue as a result. Across the world local content
guarantees are being put in place. It should have happened here before the FTA rules
were relaxed.
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3
Let’s talk about drama financing, change and
consequence
It is a relentless slog to finance local drama
To raise enough money to make a major drama requires entrepreneurialism, and
involves drawing on every scrap of experience at one’s disposal, exploiting every
contact and deploying considerable chutzpah. Traditionally and still, money comes
from a variety of sources. In television, these are likely to include the local screening
platform and a sales agent/distributor who will handle worldwide sales, and perhaps
secure some before production commences. Federal and state governments are likely
to be involved, and private investors as well. In a similar way, partners and finance
must be cobbled together for feature films. Some partners will only pay upon delivery,
which means turning to bankers and lenders. Interest charges can be very ugly. All
projects will dream of great success. Few will achieve it, or earn big profits.
It can be a juggle meeting different stakeholder needs. There might be tensions
between the local platform’s desire to please local audiences and the distributor’s wish
to please international ones. Screen Australia might want to boost on-screen diversity
or behind-the-camera women across its slate.
The difficulty of getting all the financial ducks in a row cannot be
overemphasized. Whether a government agency or a hard-nosed commercial firm, all
demand a great idea, extensive development of that idea, and a great team with a
proven track record. A lot of money is at stake. Seventeen of those 42 features made
in 2020/21 cost more than $5 million.51 As I said, drama for the home screen is
growing more expensive. It is very difficult for anyone inexperienced and
unconnected to get in the door. It may be that those who can get the financing don’t
have the projects with the most cultural zing.
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*
Neighbours was cancelled because of a UK decision
Australia’s longest-running drama, Neighbours, was cancelled after 37 years on air and
almost 9,000 episodes because the UK broadcast partner Channel 5 wanted to divert
its funding to original UK dramas. It is a crushing example of how a financing partner
on the other side of the world can make a decision with monumental consequences
for Australia. Thousands of practitioners have learned their craft on Neighbours. The
cancellation of the series has been likened to closing a film school.
Asked if she cared how one of the ABC’s dramas performs internationally, head
of drama, comedy, entertainment and indigenous, Sally Riley, said: ‘I really do care.
Because if it’s a show I love I want to make more of it and if partners can sell the
show then we are going to make more.’52

*
Australian drama may look a lot different if indeed SVODs
take it over
The most exciting thing about attending the Screen Producers Australia (SPA)
conference in March was hearing youngish SVOD executives discuss their interest in
new Australian drama. (It certainly wasn’t catching Covid there, like I and so many
others did. So much for the industry’s safe work practices!) The power shift away
from free-to-air television was obvious from the SVODs’ domination of the panels.
Mainly paid by big global entities, the executives repeatedly pondered aloud about
what ‘authentic’ Australian content might look like in future. Que Minh Luu, Netflix’s
first director of originals in Australia commented, ‘we are all in the business of trying
to work out what Australian shows are going to evolve into.’
Commissioning is happening at a frenzied rate across the world in the race for
subscribers. Time will tell if the word ‘frenzied’ can be applied to Australia too, but
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recently there’s been significant drama activity. Adaptations of books by Australians
are in the mix, including Trent Dalton’s Boy Swallows Universe (Netflix) and Holly
Ringland’s The Last Flowers of Alice Heart (Amazon Prime), as well as television
adaptations like Heartbreak High (Netflix), and features, such as Five Blind Dates
(Amazon). And there’s new commissions like The Clearing, The Artful Dodger and Last
Days of the Space Age from new kid on the block Disney+, and Stan’s Ten Pound Poms
and Bali 2002.
Time will tell how this changes the shape of Australian drama as head offices
overseas seek locally commissioned shows that will rate globally as well as in Australia.
The encouraging narrative around the huge international success of Squid Game on
Netflix is that the local has infinite potential worldwide. Local breakouts have never
represented the norm, and the US won’t want to see its dominance threatened.
Nevertheless, a variety of shows, from high concept to kitchen sink, will be made to
meet the needs of an-ever broadening array of viewers. Some may get the Byron Bay
treatment, which earned a lot of air punching from Netflix due to the attention it got.
While writing this paper I watched many, many hours of Australian drama from
the commercial FTAs that I’d not seen because my circle likes to watch the best shows
from around the world, and generally that’s not Doctor Doctor. How middle of the road
shows will fare in this brave new world will be interesting to see.
A 2022 European report, Public Film Funding at a Crossroads, based on interviews
with 700 screen industry leaders and consultants, with 3,500 additional industry
participants notes,
Creative and artistic freedom is sometimes as great as it is in the old
world, but it is more often curbed and restricted. Local content is
attractive, but the majority of the ‘originals orders’ strive for generic
expression and storytelling.53
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This disruption by the SVODs, happening all over the world, is injecting new finance
into the film and television market, changing the nature of how projects are paid for,
shaking up relationships and providing new opportunities.
About the only thing in the drama sector not in flux is its ability to speak to our
hearts and get under our skin. Fingers crossed that, over time, the SVODs make a
very real contribution to drama with the recognisable Australianness that so thrills
Australians.

*
Here’s a thought: maybe Australia needs a noir
The term ‘film noir’, first used by French critics in the 1940s, carries connotations of
bleakness and darkness. Scandi or Nordic noir is now associated with serious,
compelling crime fiction from that part of the world. When Muriel’s Wedding, Strictly
Ballroom and Priscilla hit the big time in the early 1990s, Australia might have adopted
the term ‘quirky underdog blanc’. There is no immediately identifiable Australian
genre now, but it’s fun to think about. An Australian noir is probably more helpful
than limiting on the world stage. The ABC recently used ‘outback noir’ in relation to
the new prequel series Mystery Road: Origin. Recent shows Darby & Joan, Upright and
The Tourist fit the category. With Bump, The Let Down, Amazing Grace and The Commons,
maybe ‘baby noir’ is an option. Deadloch, a new comedy by Kate McCartney and Kate
McLennan (The Katering Show), has been called ‘feminist noir’ and ‘Tassie noir’.

*
Great Australian stories can come from anywhere—and be
remade everywhere
Hamish Lewis, head of scripted at Warner Bros International Television Production
Australia, happened on the Swedish show Älska mig via his Warner Bros network and
decided it would suit Australia. SVOD service Binge concurred and Love Me became
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its first original production. A friend gushed over Love Me and felt deflated by the
news that the show wasn’t Australian born and bred. Some pride must have been
mixed into her admiration. But Love Me is fabulous and has ample ‘Australianness’––
is a perfect example of local cultural value––especially because of the actors and
director Emma Freeman’s framing as a love letter to Melbourne. Älska mig didn’t sell
into the lucrative US market but Love Me did via Hulu. Two of the Foxtel Group’s
four most recent local drama commissions are adaptations, Love Me and The Twelve,
originally made in Belgium. The others are a second series of Upright and Colin From
Accounts.
The global business works both ways. Recently when researching international
sales of television shows, I was told that remake rights had been sold to 10% of the
dramas in which Screen Australia has invested over the past five years.54 Filmmakers
are always talking about universal themes and in Love Me’s case it was love and grief,
and how those two feelings can exist in the same moment. Australianness,
Swedishness, any sort of ‘ness’, is driven by national characters, setting and
atmosphere. But good drama has wide resonance. Remaking a work means a proof
of concept exists and there’s less work to do on character and script, which helps
alleviate budget and time constraints. Love Me, filmed in Easter, was available in
December and that’s mighty quick. This is business once again having a very big
influence in what’s on screen.

*
The national broadcasters play a key role in drama
Former director of ABC TV, Kim Dalton, says there are four pillars to the scaffolding
that supports Australian film and television: regulation; direct funding, which
currently comes particularly via Screen Australia; indirect funding, which currently
comes via tax rebates; and the national broadcasters.
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The ABC, and to a lesser extent SBS because it has much fewer resources, are
vital to Australian drama’s quantity and quality. As I recently wrote in Screendaily.com,
nine of the 21 dramas that went into production in 2020/21 were made for the ABC.
At the most recent ACCTA Awards,55 The Newsreader won the series category and Fires
the miniseries/ telefeature category, and six of the top 10 FTA dramas in 2021 were
commissioned by the ABC.56
A recent report from the Queensland University of Technology found that the
ABC has been the most reliable source of Australian drama since 2009.
The ABC has done this despite the significant decrease in drama and
children’s funding it faced following the 2009–12 triennial budget
that supported its digital expansion. The ABC’s charter mandate
leads it to priorities other than maximising viewership, which has led
to its continued ambition in drama despite facing the same
multichannel expenses. The ABC’s commitment to Australian
drama and its success making it available suggest that a more
robustly funded ABC is an efficient and effective tool for
modernising cultural policy aims for 21st century dynamics.57
The SVODs are shaking the foundations of everything everywhere. The admired UK
producer Jane Featherstone (Chernobyl, Broadchurch, Spooks), has commented ‘BBC and
public service [broadcaster] shows will find it harder to compete, both from a budget
point of view [with the streamers] and also for talent.’58
There should be iron-cast guarantees about how much homegrown drama is
produced on the ABC and SBS––imposed or self-imposed––and the resources should
be made available to meet them. Also, isn’t it going the long way around for taxpayer
funding to be channelled through Screen Australia when the ABC and SBS are already
taxpayer funded and have a direct connection to audiences? Having many funding
doors is the catchcry of producers, and the way to create more and better drama.
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*
Whether international casting undermines Australianness is a
good if complicated question
Convincing a well-known actor to sign to a drama has a big impact on whether it gets
the greenlight or not. Well-known and lesser-known acting stars, including Australia’s,
are like butterflies flitting around the world, often opting to work on US projects with
big budgets, big audience reach and big potential for exposure. There is a long history
of non-Australian actors in Australian drama. When I casually asked Sue Maslin
whether Kate Winslet had undermined The Dressmaker’s Australianness, she was
stumped. Later, she more or less said that it hadn’t because the actor ‘nailed the
accent’. (Indeed, a critic in The Guardian early this year gave the actor top marks59.)
Isla Fisher, who started out in Australia, plays an American in the Stan series Wolf
Like Me, opposite a real American. The series is regarded as Australian. The script
calls for them to clearly declare that they are in Australia!

*
A weakened business environment threatens drama
SVODs are often now the originators of dramas, financing them and owning them
outright. Without going into too much detail, in this scenario the production
companies that manage the business behind Australia’s independent production scene
no longer have control. They are akin to service providers. Getting decent producer
fees and not having to struggle to find production finance, might seem like an
attractive option. But it undermines the capacity to build ongoing revenue streams
from the intellectual property created. Foreign-owned companies controlled by
Australians but often part of global conglomerates, and independent Australian
companies, both make Australian drama. This is a problem mostly for the latter.
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Screen Producers Australia consistently and wisely lobbies for fair terms of trade,
a healthy commercial environment and producers retaining intellectual property
rights. A weak business environment is a threat to Australian drama. It’s always been
a juggle for SPA to speak for all its members. The Queensland University of
Technology report explains why it is getting more so. It found there are more
production companies producing less drama than in the past, and those producing
sizable quantities are more likely to be foreign owned.
The concern about Australian ownership is less a matter of fear of
foreign influence and more a recognition of the sizable advantages
that companies enjoy once they have structural connections to
multinational conglomerates with capital and international
distribution capability. The increased internationalisation of the
television industry makes stories that are specific to the Australian
experience––a key objective of Australian content regulations––
more difficult to produce. The scale at which Australian drama
producers have been absorbed into foreign conglomerates raises
complicated questions about the extent to which Australian stories
continue to feature in their productions, although they continue to
access significant sums of Australian supports.60
These are complicated questions alright. Once Australian-owned, now foreign-owned
companies include Fremantle Australia, Curio Pictures, Southern Star Entertainment,
Matchbox Pictures and Endemol (Shine) Australia.
A healthy industry must be in place to produce Australian drama. That’s for
certain. But leaning in too often and too much to the notion that if drama is made by
Australians and Australian companies, then it is Australian, irrespective of what’s on
screen, endangers Australianness more than whether companies are foreign or locally
owned. The risk is that failing to consistently excite local audiences prompts the
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government to wonder why it’s providing the support. Delivering the potential for
cultural value via the first step of Australianness can’t be left to chance.

4
Government offers financial incentives for both local
and foreign drama
Taxpayer funding and rebates sit alongside regulation to assist
Australian drama to get made
As I have said, regulation is applied to ensure local drama is available in homes,
although not as actively now as in the past, and it is not applied at all to SVODs or to
cinemas. The financial incentives available for production is another crucial part of
the scaffolding for Australian drama. These are of two kinds: indirect tax rebates, and
direct taxpayer funding.
Think of rebates as a shoebox full of receipts used to prove what’s been spent so
that a claim can be made against some of the costs. One kind of rebate, specifically
for Australian production, is called the Producer Offset (PO). In the simplest of
terms, expenditure of, say, $3 million making a (very cheap) feature film or a two-part
mini-series, sends a box of receipts to the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) once the
project is finished, to get back 30% if it’s for the home screen, and 40% if it’s for
cinemas. For features, at least $500,000 has to be spent to make any claim. For
television it's either $500,000 or $1 million, depending on the format. First, however,
a producer has to secure a certificate confirming the eligibility of the project. There
were 118 certificates issued in 2020/21, representing $175 million worth of rebates.61
Think of the direct taxpayer funding as a briefcase full of money––as in a heist
movie––given out at the discretion of Screen Australia staff and board members to a
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range of funding programs and initiatives, although applications are only eligible if
they have the support of the market.
‘The agency provided more than $42 million in production funding for drama
titles in 2020/21,’ one media release reads:
That included $15.9 million for general television drama, $9 million
for features, $10.7 million for children’s television, $4.5 million for
online drama productions (SVODs and platforms such as TikTok
and YouTube) and $2.7 million for First Nations productions. A
further $22.6 million of additional funding was injected into the
industry in 2020/21 for drama development, documentary, talent
development, distribution, international marketing, festivals and
guild assistance.62
For the record, Screen Australia received nearly $92 million from government that
year.
It is common for independent projects to access both kinds of funding at once:
the PO, which is unlimited, and the finite money from Screen Australia’s briefcase.
This is not the case for expensive Australian films such as Elvis and George Miller’s
Three Thousand Years of Longing and his Mad Max films, however. But the PO is a big
factor in them getting US studio backing. Drama is also likely to have investment
and/or grants from state governments. There is lively competition between these
agencies to attract production.
Financial incentives for drama have been part of the landscape in various forms
since the 1970s. Under the current system the PO offers a lot of freedom in terms of
the nature of projects made. If Screen Australia decided to throw its money behind
Australianness in the interests of cultural value, it would not affect the availability of
the PO.

*
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Financial incentives exist for large US and other foreign
projects alongside Australia’s smaller ones
These foreign projects were recently filmed in Australia or will be: the feature Thor:
Love and Thunder, made at Fox Studios Australia in Sydney in 2021; two series of La
Brea, the second of which went into production at Docklands Studios Melbourne in
early 2022; the UK film Ticket to Paradise, starring George Clooney and Julia Roberts,
which was filmed from late 2021 at Village Roadshow Studios on Queensland’s Gold
Coast; a new untitled movie to star Godzilla and King Kong; and the ten-part series
Nautilus, based on Jules Verne’s novel 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, both of which are
being made in 2022, also at the Gold Coast studio.
Big-budget productions need controllable surroundings, and the Sydney,
Melbourne and Queensland studios are a big part of Australia’s attraction, as are the
availability of diverse locations and skilled cast and crew. But no project of scale flies
in without tax rebates and taxpayer funding similar to that available for Australian
production. Drama, documentary and reality are all eligible categories.
The Location Offset is an expenditure rebate pegged at 16.5% for ‘footloose’
projects that spend $15 million or more to film in Australia and, because it is regarded
as globally uncompetitive, a Location Incentive grant is available to an anointed-bygovernments few to bring the offering up to 30%. Hollywood doesn’t like uncertainty
and if the new Labor federal government wants Hollywood’s money, they could
consider increasing the Location Offset to 30% and abandon the grants, but only if
they were sure it would not damage local production. Why wouldn’t the previous
government? Perhaps it was resistance from Treasury or perhaps they thought it
would turn Australia into the wild west. Lifting the minimum threshold of production
expenditure for eligibility would help take that risk out of the equation.
In July 2020, the government topped up how much it set aside for the Location
Incentive by $400 million over seven years ($57 million per year), at a time of
unprecedented interest from the US studios because of Australia’s comparatively few
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Covid cases and because our film and television industry had moved quickly to adopt
safe work practices.
Australia is a global centre for visual effects, and a different set of productions
can also claim a 30% Post, Digital and Visual Effects (PDV) Offset, provided they
each spend $500,000 or more, irrespective of where they were filmed.
Ausfilm recently said that approximately $4.2 billion of international expenditure
had happened in Australia in the last two decades thanks to the Location and PDV
Offsets.63 Not surprisingly, governments around the world fight for lucrative US
production––last month Film Saudi made a song and dance about its new 40% cash
rebate.
Live music, theatre and other art forms were crushed by lockdowns in Melbourne
and Sydney in particular. In contrast, it was boomtimes for television production and
consumption. Everyone was in work and businesses such as post-production houses
upgraded expensive infrastructure with their earnings. Local directors and writers who
found jobs on foreign production became more bankable as a result.
On the downside, when cashed-up foreign companies are hiring the best
personnel and facilities, it can compromise the quality of Australian production and
its ability to make homegrown drama. As if low Australian budgets aren’t enough of
a disadvantage.
And nobody—nobody!—seems to remember when the value of the Australian
dollar peaked against the US greenback in July 2008 and not one American feature
went into production in 2008/2009.64 Such factors sit outside of the industry’s
control. It is stupid to put too many eggs into the foreign production basket, and illadvised to build many more studio spaces as some are planning. My view has always
been that Australia can make truly great content if given the resources, and we all
need to trust that building an industry based on local production is best for the long
term.

*
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A brain teaser: chicken or egg?
I was gobsmacked when, during an interview with a US producer who knows
Australia well, he said Australia can make local productions thanks to how many US
productions are made here. For me, it is completely the other around. The US can
use Australia as a service centre because we have a local production industry. A
diplomat, splitting the difference, might say that one feeds the other.

*
Foreign vs domestic production: who gets what and how
much can be confusing
It is common to hear speculation that the level of support for foreign production is
higher than for Australian production. This is untrue in a literal sense but only a
mathematical genius of the likes of Isaac Newton could work out exactly how untrue.
It’s untrue because, against the beliefs of many in the industry, the Location and
PDV Offsets are not reserved exclusively for foreign production. In 2020/21, there
were 45 certificates representing $101 million worth of rebates issued to foreign
productions and 95 certificates representing $62 million to domestic.65
Many Australian reality shows claim the PDV Offset though this was never the
intention. Yet here reality television is, sneaking in under the radar. This is a loophole
that should be closed. The PO is there to address the market failure of certain
Australian genres, especially drama. Reality television was not one of those genres.
The Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development and
Communications says it won’t split the Location and PDV Offset figures in case it
inadvertently reveals inappropriate information. The rebates are part of tax legislation
and subject to strict confidentiality rules.
Again, against expectation, Location Incentive grants are not exclusively for
foreign production either. One out of the thirteen productions that received a total
of $99.6 million in 2020/21 was Australian according to Screen Australia’s drama
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report and that was The Tourist. Clickbait was the only Australian production in the
previous year.
So how do those production dollars and rebates for foreign compare to the
numbers for Australian content? Well, with $175 million in PO rebates for Australian
shows processed in 2020/21, the direct funding that goes to Screen Australia, and the
ABC and SBS’s contribution, Australian production is way ahead. But Newton would
have to do the calculations for drama also, as year on year the confusion grows around
which type of projects get what, and why and how and what the numbers are overall.
There’s a blurring between what’s Australian, what’s foreign, and what’s Australian
with foreign elements and foreign with Australian elements, and it will get worse if
unchecked by regulation. Insisting on clarity is merely good governance.
The rebate for Australian television drama was raised by 20% to 30%, effective
from 1 July 2021, putting it at the same level as the rebate-grant combination for a
chosen few foreign dramas of scale. Though, of course, Australian drama might also
attract Screen Australia money.
Whenever a policy lever is pulled, there’s an impact and filmmakers adapt. If they
rely on government funding, and invariably anyone making drama of scale does, then
they have no choice. Matt Vitins, Chief Operating Officer at Matchbox Pictures, part
of NBCUniversal Media, says Clickbait was made before the rebate changed, so it
made sense to go down the foreign production route. That meant it didn’t have to
meet the SAC test, but Matchbox believed it could have.
With both rebates now sitting at the equivalent of 30%, each project is a case-bycase decision. If a project clearly passes the SAC test it is more likely to choose the
Australian production path. If a project has international investment and is footloose
it may be financed through the Location Offset and Incentive. Still the production
entity has to satisfy itself that it is better made in Australia than elsewhere and has to
convince two layers of government that it is worth supporting rather than other
projects on the table.66
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Governments around the world support local film and television. Disbursement
methods vary enormously so comparing levels of support is difficult and there are no
global formulas for per capita contributions.
There’s never discussion on how much Australia should put into drama with
Australianness compared to drama without it, or the extent to which cultural value is
trumped by economic value. A lot has changed in the production landscape in the 15
years since the rebates were introduced and they now need thorough examination
from every angle.

*
Nobody’s perfect, either governments or the industry
When the previous Coalition federal government used a big shiny financial carrot to
secure Australia as a location for a big foreign production, there was a press release,
the odd photo op. The news hit the media, and everyone was smiling. This was
amplified by the fuss made at a state level. Thus did Australian taxpayers add to the
glory of US film.
In contrast, a battle of wills goes on between the government and the industry
before headlines about Australian production reach the public domain. Often these
battles are a direct result of a government decision––or the absence of a decision––
on policy. Input from all stakeholders is how the political process works. That said,
in the case of film and television, the viewing public seems always to be missing in
action. Progress can be slow or stall altogether. Decisions always upset someone. The
same arguments are repeated, sucking oxygen out of the room, leaving little for big
picture thinking.
Currently the brawling is all about the lack of SVOD regulation. Last year’s fight
was about the reduction of the PO for features to 30%. Actor Bryan Brown was the
straw who prevented the fragile backbone of feature film financing from breaking
altogether.67
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The public perception can be that federal governments support the local industry
grudgingly while the industry is an ungrateful rabble of conflicting opinions that
always has its hand out for more money. This caricature gets burnt into the brains of
viewers.
Submissions to government reviews and discussion papers are so predictably
mired in self-interest that it was astonishing to recently come across one that wasn’t.68
It’s author, Craig Rossiter, is a strategy and policy advisor who has worked across
various sectors in government. He has also worked in film but doesn’t currently. He
squarely addressed what government said it wanted to achieve, described the reality
they face, and suggested thought-through reforms. It was a stark reminder that most
people just want to hold on to their positions.
The needs of viewers must be given priority. Producers have the loudest voice in
the production community and, as with government, their business and economic
arguments can ring out more loudly than their talk of culture. Writers and directors
and actors, those in the trenches telling the stories with passion and grit, may be better
placed to take the lead role in telling the broad story of culture to those who benefit
from it. Consistently, not just when matters get desperate.
That said, all parts of the production community need to come together and build
a coherent plan that puts local viewers first. The industry endlessly complaining about its
health or lobbying on single issues is inappropriate. Advocacy campaigns can only be
effective if the industry itself believes in what it is doing.
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5
Ideas for going forward and cultivating Australianness
The new federal government must lead by example, take a
good hard look at the sector, and act
Long may the bipartisan political support that local drama production has enjoyed for
decades continue. It is nerve wracking to so depend on regulation and taxpayer
funding, but that is the reality for the sector. Another reality is that the support only
makes sense if it first and foremost delivers cultural benefits to Australians and
Australian society. That requires sturdy, cleverly constructed policy scaffolding and
making Australianness on screen the priority.
I was pessimistic that the former Federal Government would ever apply vision
and enthusiasm to its governance of the sector, given its focus on economic value.
But people seem to have become more of a priority since the 21 May election.
Creating conditions that breed great Australian drama with emotion, connection and
belonging at its heart, can help the new government unite the country and build a
society with compassion at its core.
Here are some priorities to get the ball rolling:
• Make it very clear to all that cultural value is the number one driver behind
the government’s support of the sector and challenge the production
community to shake things up and find new and better ways to deliver it.
• Clarify the policy objectives of each of the financial incentives in place for
Australian production, ensure they are fit for purpose, close loopholes,
and openly and clearly communicate with industry on these matters.
• Examine the commercial home screen environment in its entirety and
how the Australian industry and Australian production is faring in the
wake of all the big shifts. Appropriately regulating SVODS must be a
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priority because otherwise there is no safety net. Should Europe be the
benchmark for Australian regulatory levels? Starting to plan a strategy for
other online platforms makes sense, as does looking afresh at the
commercial FTA quotas.
• Assess the ABC and SBS’s role in delivering drama and ensure they have
an adequate commitment to, and budget for, the job.
• Be part of the momentum that’s been building around Australian feature
films and the big screen experience. Why not at least examine quotas?
• Review the use of Australia as a location for foreign production and the
direct and indirect benefits to the local industry.

*
Viewers want to exercise their love of Aussie content
‘Where do I find these films that you’re always talking about?’ I’ve been asked that
question all my life. Australians are given no help, in an overall sense, to find out
when and where new local drama is appearing. They hear about individual dramas via
word of mouth or if they’re in the path of erratic publicity and marketing strategies.
In the digital age, this is madness. I get texts when stores have sales. It’s crazy that I
can’t get them whenever a new series premieres or a new film opens. A website can
go up in the blink of an eye with direct links to screening platforms. Everybody would
win, but especially fans of homegrown drama. Much could be hung off such a site
besides text and email notifications. Once established, all distributors and platforms
could meet the ongoing costs, or a big corporate player with national clients, or even
a film-loving philanthropist.
Screen Australia’s The Screen Guide69 and the worldwide service justwatch.com70
provide guidance on where to find shows, but not on what’s coming down the line
when people are most interested.
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Aussie content of all kinds is much loved. Some will be gagging for RackaRacka’s
debut film Talk to Me, others for the sequel to The Newsreader. We need to cultivate
that love and encourage it to be shared. The enthusiastic can be given resources to
run book-club-style events that would elevate attention at the time of a production’s
release. If done right, the impact could be phenomenal.
Fostering a community of supporters would help keep some local cinemas open
on the back of Australian films, and could even lead to the establishment of a lottery
that funds production initiatives designed to involve the public. Film and television is
seen as sexy, and people want to be involved. That desire would not be exploited, but
harnessed. There would be political value in this because viewers are voters too and
politicians take notice of voters.

*
Screen Australia must make exceptional local cultural value
the focus of everything
Screen Australia needs to shout ‘What do we want? Cultural value! When do we want
it? NOW!’ Senior executives say that local cultural value is a plank in their decision
making and it is. But it is no longer enough for them to quietly consider the cultural
value of individual projects or a group of projects in the same application round. The
world has changed. It is time that they very seriously reviewed all programs and
initiatives through the lens of cultural value, bearing in mind that Australianness is
the key to it.
The agency needs to put aside the notion that if an Australian production
company is making content, then the content is Australian and automatically has
cultural value. Just another cop show shouldn’t cut it. Screen Australia’s direct
taxpayer funding must go to projects with exceptional potential local cultural value—
and, yes, what that means exactly will have to be thrashed out, and it isn’t straight
forward.
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Creative freedom is implicit in the other kind of financial assistance available, the
Producer Offset, and it is available to all eligible projects. A truck can be driven
through the SAC test; no-one is exercising granular discretion. There is no cap on
what individual projects can claim, and there is no cap on total annual claims. Plus
the PO was recently held at 40% for features and increased to 30% for television
(although there are fears that the networks will reduce their content contribution).
The PO keeps pace with rising costs and rising production levels whereas the taxpayer
funding through Screen Australian doesn’t. It’s time to be very clear that Screen
Australia is there for culture.
Dare I say it, but I feel a bit sorry for Screen Australia at times because it is too
relied upon, entitlement in the industry is rife, and it is often in a no-win situation
because the supply of funding doesn’t meet demand for it. Some of its problems are
of its own making, however. It has its fingers in too many pies. It needs to stop
thinking it can and should control everything and decide what it can do best in service
of the Australian public. Traditionally, there has been the notion that each FTA
platform deserves some of Screen Australia’s money. Stop that. There should be just
the one determinant.
There are many matters to carefully consider, of course. For example, what
attitude to adopt towards talent escalation; that is, what funding to provide for
projects made by inexperienced filmmakers perceived as having talent. It would be a
good audience-facing discipline for them to know that the only possibility of getting
money is if their projects have the kind of Australianness that delivers exceptional
cultural value. And history tells us that those kinds of projects flush out support for
people who become Baz Luhrmanns and George Millers (Mad Max)—and more of
them is good because more benefits flow from them making mega-budget
productions in Australia than flows from non-Australians making them. Another
approach is for the individual states to take more responsibility for new talent, given
they are closer to the ground. This paper has focussed on federal incentives. But the
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states too have considerable resources. More understanding of how the federal-state
relationships work would not go astray.
When Screen Australia overlooks Australianness it should make clear why in its
communications—it always announces what projects are getting its funding.
In recent years, Screen Australia executives drank the Kool-Aid of their old
political bosses. The media release about the appearance of the 2020/21 drama report
(which its research department does an exemplary job of publishing each year)
demonstrates this. It trumpeted: ‘Aussie drama production reaches record-breaking
$1.9 billion expenditure’.71 It’s misleading because it’s not Aussie drama production.
It is Aussie drama produced in Australia plus foreign drama filmed in Australia.
Economic value and cultural value, foreign and Australian, should be treated separately
in such reports, and total expenditure certainly shouldn’t be talked about breathlessly
for all the reasons this paper raises. Stop pretending everything is OK. Depending on
economics to deliver cultural value is arse about.
Screen Australia is a highly influential body. Where it puts its development
support is a thumbs-up signal that others heed: partners on the other side of the
world, overseas broadcasters, state government agencies, and private investors. It
never wholly funds major projects, but very often its decisions determine which
dramas gets the green light. In 2020/21 it invested in about 40% of all the Australian
features that went into production, in just over 70% of mini-series for the FTAs, in
just under 70% of dramas for the SVODs and in 30% of all FTA series and serials.
(Under Screen Australia’s rules it can’t continually back new seasons of existing
series.)
Screen Australia often says it can only fund what comes across its desk. True.
But just as it guides the media’s thinking, it also guides practitioners’ thinking.
Filmmakers constantly try to second guess its priorities. A few well-chosen words
about exceptional local cultural value being a priority would have a big impact on
what the industry chooses to develop.
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Public Film Funding at a Crossroads, a report I mentioned earlier, lists the values that
public film agencies in Europe aim to safeguard: cultural/artistic idiosyncrasies with
specific territorial references; film as an cultural/artistic form; diversity in all its senses;
European ownership; independent production companies that own underlying IP
rights, and have artistic freedom and creative control along with the filmmakers; IP
rights handled territory by territory; and cinemas as a central place for shared
experiences.72
Australia take note: they lean more to the cultural than the economic––and they
value the cinema experience. Everyone needs to work together to fortify the big
screen experience for those times when an Australian film can justify the high cost
and high risk of a cinema release.

*
Drama should tackle topics of national importance
Tony Ayres came to us, just after the fires happened, and said ‘We
need to talk about this. The community needs a cathartic moment.’
And we said ‘yes’ straight away.73
This is ABC TV’s Sally Riley explaining how the 2019/20 Black Summer bushfires
gave rise to the six-part drama Fires. Ayres and Belinda Chayko created the show,
which is available free on the streaming platform ABC iview.
The anthology series is cleverly conceived: the two young volunteer firefighters
(Eliza Scanlen and Hunter Page-Lochard) at the core of the first episode, are linking
characters across all episodes, each of which focusses on different people. In the
second episode, only the most cold-hearted viewer would not feel grief and anger at
the fate of dairy farmers Kath and Duncan (Miranda Otto and Richard Roxburgh).
In the third, Mark Winter’s portrayal of a methadone addict reverses every prejudice
a viewing public might have about drug addiction.
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I had to see Fires for work and otherwise would not have done so because in
horror and shock I had watched the Australian countryside burn over and over on
the nightly news in 2019. Others felt the same way. Sure enough, it reawakened my
feelings of despair. But the experience also left behind the sensation that I’d sat
holding hands with the people who lived through the trauma, listening intently to
them while they told their confronting stories.
Screen Australia can do almost anything under its enabling legislation,74 which
suggests, among other things, making programs ‘that deal with matters of national
interest or importance to Australians’. Shake things up! Ask filmmakers aged 14 to 35
years to pitch projects. The agency’s new head of content Grainne Brunsdon says the
aim is to cater for this audience.75 Shake it up further by saying the pitches have to be
comedy! Even further by asking in the public! Revel in what’s possible.

*
There is so much else that needs to be talked about
I worked at Screen Australia for three years part-time up to mid-2018 and felt crushed
when the realisation hit that there was rarely talk of brilliant projects coming in the
door. When I recently asked Screen Australia’s chief executive Graeme Mason
publicly if enough good projects came in, he said ‘no’.76 This raises so many questions.
Cultural value flows from shows that are great, so what can be done about getting
better applications? What’s discouraging the truly talented? Do they not have the
contacts to gain entry to the citadel? Should there be more digging for new talent,
including in the tertiary environment? Are filmmakers born or bred? Why do the same
production companies get repeat funding?
There are so many more matters that could be explored: the remarkable
popularity of local films at festivals and what lessons can be learned there; the craving
for Indigenous films among non-indigenous audiences, built from nothing over
decades; how diversity and inclusion and addressing gender imbalance has done
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wonders for Australianness and there’s so much more of that to do. Maybe time limits
should be imposed on Screen Australia jobs so different views of Australia cycle
through the building and different networks gain access.

*
It would be good if Australianness could be helped to kick arse
globally.
This paper is about the many ways the availability of Australian drama, including that
with very recognisable Australianness, is being eroded, and how it needs addressing
for the sake of the Australian public. If I could write another paper it would
investigate how an Australian look and feel could help build international success,
providing it hits the mark in its execution. After all, profits tend to come from
overseas. Australian work can sometimes seem more highly regarded internationally
than it is locally, and it is an advantage that the work is made in English.
Minyoung Kim, a senior Korean-based executive at Netflix Asia Pacific, told SPA
conference delegates that the more authentic a story, the higher the possibility of it
finding an audience outside its country of origin. She had a big part in Netflix’s
content expansion in her country which led to the production of Squid Game. She
noted that many national social issues were embedded in this entertaining story. USbased Australian Erika North, Amazon Studio’s head of originals in Asia Pacific has
said that to be successful globally, a production must be successful locally.
I remain optimistic about capturing local viewers and kicking arse on the world
stage. Come on! Come and look at the elephant with me!
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Abbreviations
ACMA

Australian Communications and Media Authority

ACTF

Australian Children’s Television Foundation

ATO

Australian Taxation Office

AWG

Australian Writers’ Guild

BVOD/BVODs

Broadcast video on demand/services

FTA

Free to air

PDV Offset

Post, Digital and Visual Effects Offset

PO

Producer Offset

SAC test

Significant Australian Content test

SPA

Screen Producers Association

SVOD/SVODs

Subscription video on demand/services
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Appendix:
Interviews with two practitioners
Tony Ayres says it’s all about valuing writers
The eight-hour series The Slap traces the ripple effect of one dramatic incident at a
lunch, the slapping of a child by an adult. Tony Ayres was one of the producers on
the outstanding 2011 show, which had a big impact in Australia and around the world.
He also directed two episodes. Now at Tony Ayres Productions, he was then a partner
in sister company Matchbox Pictures.
The premise behind setting up Matchbox in 2008 was to be a company that
writers wanted to work with, he says, that respected them, made them central to the
process, and supported them to be the best writers they could be. He still has that
philosophy. He started in television and well knew that power in Australia is in the
hands of producers. In the US market, writers are the stars.
We need to really value writing. That’s the middle, beginning and
end of the argument. Producing the best work takes time. There is
the potential you’ve not got it right and have to start again. You’ve
got to keep the bar as high as you possibly can. Sometimes scripts
are raced into production when they’re not ready. Every industry
does that and it is part of the condition of TV but it’s something we
have to rethink if we want to compete.
Tony co-created two 2021 Australian dramas, the six-part Fires and the eight-part
Clickbait—he has a writers’ credit on all Clickbait episodes. Fires, for the ABC, got its
finance from a range of sources and was budgeted in line with other Australian drama.
Clickbait was made with way more.
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We had a 22-week writers’ room (on Clickbait)—in Australia you’d
have six weeks, maybe eight if you’re lucky. And we paid writers to
stay on the project for the whole process. They weren’t dipping in
and out, working on other things. It was eye opening. Here it’s three
drafts, three polishes and you’re done. The recognition that maybe
that doesn’t give you the best possible version is a no brainer.
I’m also an advocate of a showrunner/writer/producer
overseeing creative development and production. It provides a
backstop when the three-and-you’re-out system doesn’t work. Some
producers believe creative carriage is their job and a script
producer’s. A showrunner gives a more unified vision of the whole
show. The way to make the best creative projects is to empower the
creatives. It’s not rocket science.
Moving to another point, Tony says that one of the joys of Clickbait was being
encouraged to make each episode the length it needed to be to tell the best possible
story—in this case a propulsive story. Making everything to fit, say, a conventional
television hour of 50-something minutes is a self-limiting obstacle if competing with
other international shows.
The work we (Australia) produces is phenomenal for the resources
we have—the caveat is always for the resources we have. In the UK,
their shoots are so much longer than ours. They have the luxury of
time. In America… they have the luxury of resources. We always
start with a structural disadvantage: 20 metres back in a 100-metre
race. The fact that we manage to produce the work we do, that
travels as well as it does, is a minor miracle.
We are in such a precarious position right now because, like so
many industries around the world, we only exist at the scale we exist
at because of government subsidy and regulation. We all have to try
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and protect our industry in whatever ways we can. The strongest
argument for why we want a screen industry is that we need to
reflect our national identity as part of civil society, a coherent
society. That is the function of culture.

Emile Sherman says create a garden in which local content can
thrive
Producer Emile Sherman has been nominated three times for an Oscar for best
motion picture, the most prestigious of all the Academy Awards. The King’s Speech won
in 2011. BAFTA best film winner The Power of the Dog was nominated this year and
Lion in 2017. Emile and UK-based Iain Canning established See-Saw Films in 2008
with offices in London and Sydney. The films Shame and Tracks, and the series Top of
the Lake, are among other acclaimed productions.
Using the analogy of a garden, Emile says that creating an environment in which
more Australian film and television is made, will mean more content with
Australianness at its core will blossom.
‘Thirty per cent for TV will super fertilize the soil for many, many years to come,’
he says, referring to the value of the PO being pushed up recently from twenty per
cent:
It’s hard to overstate how big this is. It is a simple measure that will
fuel a lot of Australian production.
We are at a great moment in the industry because the streamers
are coming in and showing real interest in Australia, not just in
Australian talent in US-set shows or in Australia as a location, but in
Australian stories. It’s up to us to deliver the quality that will cut
through the crowded landscape.
He warns, however, that most of the SVODs are not just that but also studios and
production houses, and in the US, it is the norm that they are, in essence,
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commissioning themselves to make content. This must not be allowed to happen in
Australia.
You can’t stop Netflix commissioning Netflix or Amazon
commissioning Amazon, but we have to ensure a fair and
competitive playing field, with multiple production houses. If
something is Australian, 30% [of the budget] in taxpayer money is
up for grabs, and it is absolutely appropriate that at least half of
everything commissioned is done with arm’s length third party
production companies.
And the production companies have to have meaningful
ownership and upside in the project—not just be a hired in
producer. We need to use the 30% to supercharge an ecosystem with
a lot of production companies—tiny little ones, big Aussie studios,
some owned overseas, some not. You can’t have a mature industry
if most Australian content is made by a small group of foreign
streamers. If we get this right, it will be incredibly good for the
garden.
Emile recognises that on-screen Australianness is important but believes that the
broader the definition of what’s Australian under the SAC test, the greater the chance
of creating culturally Australian content.
When you back Australian creative voices—writers, directors, talent—a virtuous
cycle comes into play,’ he says,
We need to fuel those people. They might want to make shows or
films in America or wherever else but as Australians they generally
also want to make shows grounded in the world they live in. SeeSaw makes international television (and film). I naturally want to
make a lot of things based in Australia because that’s where I am
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and where my roots are. The current SAC test works well to balance
the various components of Australianness, focusing heavily on the
creative voices.
Emile also suggests that Australian voices can be heard through productions set
overseas or not telling Australian stories—although he describes this concept as
cheeky. Baz Luhrmann, for example, brings something very Australian to his work.
His second key point is that a healthy industry needs safe places to experiment.
Film and TV schools offer that but so do Australian movies and television in general
because they are small in scale in the global context and backed by a lot of government
money. He acknowledges that Screen Australia has to back work that is popular and
which reaches Australian audiences, but even if the films are less successful
commercially, they also provide opportunities that have big flow-on effects.
Cinematographer Greg Frasier, for example, worked on nearly a dozen features and
as many shorts before being nominated for an Oscar for Lion, and subsequently
winning the Oscar for Dune: Part One. Having skilled Australian heads of departments
becomes a competitive advantage for Australia.
Emile’s third key point is that he would like to sprinkle a lot of low budget movie
seeds—rather than focusing just on making a small number of well supported films
within a controlled system. He’d use the PO for this, setting the rebate at 60% for
expenditure of less than $5 million.
It would be a good way of keeping things dynamic and iterating
because you never know what’s going to be successful. It wouldn’t
cost much (in taxpayer funding) but it might be an incredible talent
generator. And that’s what we need, to keep generating talent and
experimenting. It’s pre venture capital, seed funding. It’s what
people do in businesses now: fail fast and learn.
We would be planting more and saying ‘let’s see what grows’. It
would be a wilder, more dynamic ecosystem. Things might grow and
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die more quickly. You have to expect things to fail. Some things can
go unseen and that’s to be expected. We shouldn’t be scared of
failure if it’s done at an appropriate budget level and is part of an
ecosystem which can find and amplify the successes.
Smaller budget shows with more government subsidy may be of interest to the
streamers, if they are driven by exciting creative voices. And streamers don’t have to
be concerned about using up limited slots, like traditional broadcasters have to be.
Emile has often thought about implementing a sliding scale for the rebate too.
An option for features would be applying 50% to the first $10 million of expenditure,
40% to the next $20 million, then 30%. He questions why the PO is a flat 40%
whether it’s a $5 million independent movie or a very high budget studio-financed
film—and doesn’t believe the studios would baulk at a change such as this:
I’m confident that, with the right incentives, knowing we have the
right talent here, and with fair terms of trade, I reckon we’ll be
making a lot of Australian content. Some will be great, some less so,
some very Aussie, some less so. We need to be open to seeing what
emerges.
He described the English series Sex Education as a US-leaning version of England, an
interesting moment where the streamers reach a different vision of a culture.
We have to be careful about holding on too tight to what it means
to be an Australian. We’re always reinventing ourselves. And if we
have an ecosystem that’s well fuelled, which supports a broad range
of production houses that are empowered to unearth and support
great Australian creative voices, we will have the best shot at
continuing to grow an industry that we’re all proud of.
Emile adds,
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I do think, additionally, based on the conversation with Sandy, that
there’s an opportunity to more cleverly cross fertilise Australian film
and TV shows, so that audiences here and oversees appreciate what
we’re doing. At the moment it’s very much project to project, and
there’s little sense of what we’re doing as a whole industry.
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